estimate large-scale forest biomass and biomass change, and do so efficiently, mindful of both cost and 52 uncertainty (IPCC 2006) . 53
This sets us in the domain of large-area forest survey (i.e., regional or national scale), where the role of 54 remotely sensed data is resolute. Airborne laser scanning (ALS) has been an excellent source of auxiliary 55 data in forest surveys, with great predictive power for forest attributes such as above ground biomass 56 (AGB) or wood volume. As the acquisition cost for such data remains relatively high, ALS sampling has 57 been proposed as a feasible alternative for large-area AGB estimation (Andersen et 2011). Typically, the ALS survey follows a strip sampling design, which together with field plot data are 60 used to estimate AGB. A certain amount of experience has been gained in estimating forest parameters 61 using ALS strip sampling, and while there have been several studies that use repeated wall-to-wall ALS 62 surveys to estimate the change in these parameters (Bollandsås et inferences, see Gregoire (1998). Ståhl et al. (2016) gives an overview on how design-based and model-72 based inferences can be used separately or combined in large-area forest surveys. 73
The main objective of the present study was to estimate forest biomass and biomass change over a 74 period of five years in a large area spanning the southern portion of Hedmark County, Norway. With 75 respect to this objective, it counterparts Ene et al. (2017) , using a sample of ALS and NFI plots to 76 estimate change, this time in a boreal forest. Here, more specific objectives were: (i) to introduce post-77 stratified MA and HY change estimation, (ii) test a nested stratification scheme, by cover class and 78 change class, and (iii) to demonstrate parametric bootstrapping as an empirical alternative to estimate 79 the model-error component. Demonstrated on HY estimation, the nested stratification scheme aimed to 80 increase the estimation precision as well as to enable and demonstrate detailed reporting of forest 81 biomass change according to cause of change, in each cover class. Parametric bootstrapping entails 82 sampling from the multivariate distribution of the model parameters. The role of this exercise was 83 twofold. First, it serves as mutual validation with the analytically determined model-error component, as 84 both methods are yet to be established in the literature (i.e., at least for two-phase post-stratified 85 change estimation). In addition, parametric bootstrapping could be the feasible alternative in situations 86
where the model-error component becomes too complex for analytical determination, due to either 87 design complexity (i.e., multistage, stratification) or error propagation from multiple modeling steps. 88
MATERIALS AND METHODS

89
MATERIALS
90
The study area is the southern portion of Hedmark County in Norway (Fig.1) The ALS survey consists in two sets of 24 E-W flight lines spaced 6 km apart and with a swath width of 113 approximately 500 m (Fig. 1) . The survey was conducted in three acquisition campaigns (see Table 1 The ALS sensors can record many echoes per pulse. In the current study, we used the three echo 138 categories classified as single, first of many, and last of many. The single and first of many echoes were 139 pooled into one dataset denoted as first echoes, and correspondingly, the single and last of many 140 echoes were pooled into a dataset denoted as last echoes. All ALS metrics were calculated separately for 141 first and last return laser echoes, resulting in a total of 44 variables. Response and predictor variables 142 were log transformed to ameliorate their nonlinear relationship. The models were selected and fit 143 independently for each cover class using generalized least squares (GLS) ( Table 2 ). The correlation 144 structure was specified by compound symmetry, pairing the observations from the two times on the 145 same field plot. The variable selection process was semi-automated. Initially, 20 variable combinations 146 were selected using best subset method with Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and restricting the 147 maximum number of variables to five. In the next step, the models with variance inflation factor (VIF) 148 greater than five were filtered out and the best of the remaining models was selected for further 149 inspection. To allow likelihood tests in the automated selection phase, parameter fitting was done using 150 maximum likelihood (ML), and the selected model was subsequently refitted using restricted maximum 151 parameter estimates and a vector of predictor variables considered error-free. Furthermore, let S1 164 denote the ALS strip sampling survey, and S2 the field plot survey. In the context of MA estimation, the 165 meaning of these are: S1 -first stage sample (݉ ALS strips), S2 -second stage sample (݊ field plots). 166
The parameter of interest in this study is mean AGB. The overall mean across all strata is estimated as: 167
where ‫ܪ‬ is the number of strata, ܹ is the area proportion of stratum ℎ, and ߤ̂ * , is the estimated 169 mean in stratum ℎ. Here * stands for either MA or HY, indicating the framework. The stratum-wise mean 170 is 171
where ‫ * ̂ݐ‬ , and ‫ܣ‬ are the total predicted AGB and the area of stratum ℎ in ALS strip ݅. These totals are 173 estimated differently in MA and HY frameworks: 174
where ݊ is the number of field plots in strip ݅, stratum ℎ, ܰ the total number of cells in strip ݅, 177 stratum ℎ, ‫ݕ‬ ො are synthetic predictions of AGB via a stratum specific model ݂ (ࢼ , )), and ‫ݕ‬ are the 178 values from the field survey (݇ indexes cells), considered error-free. The second term in the MA 179 estimator (Eq. 3) is a bias correction based on the second stage sample. 180
The variance estimators of these estimators are: 181
where is the stratum proportion vector of length ‫,ܪ‬ and ௌଵ( * ) , ௌଶ , ெ are ‫ܪ‬ × ‫ܪ‬ 186 covariance matrices: 187 These relations (Eq. 12, 13) hold only when these totals are calculated on perfectly overlapped ALS strip 218 samples, which is the case in this study. 219
To assess the advantage of using the ALS sample to support the field survey, the precisions of MA and 220 HY estimators are compared to that obtained by direct estimation using only the field sample. Here we 221 use the Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator following stratified random sampling (Särndal et al. 1992 ). Let 222 ߤ̂ு ் denote the estimated mean AGB and ‫ݎܸܽ‬ (ߤ̂ு ் ) the estimated variance. The relative efficiency of 223 MA and HY estimators with respect to the HT estimator is calculated as the ratio of variances:
, 224
. 225
Post-stratification 226
In this study, two different stratification schemes were tried: by cover class only, and by cover class and 227 change class. The first scheme is a simple one and has been used before. With stratification by cover 228 class, there is a one to one correspondence between the five strata and the models that predict AGB 229 values in these strata (see Table 2 ). In this case, the matrix ࢼ,, ᇲ = when ℎ ≠ ℎ ᇱ due to the use of 230 independent models in each stratum, and ெ is a 5x5 diagonal matrix. The stratification by cover 231 class and change class is a nested stratification, in the sense that each area unit (or grid cell) belongs to a 232 cover class as well as a change class. It is a nested stratification, as the change class may break down 233 each cover class, and conversely, each change class can be further divided into cover classes. This means 234 D r a f t that the effective number of strata is expanded to 20 (five cover classes x four change classes). With this 235 stratification scheme, ெ is a 20x20 matrix with a block diagonal structure (4x4 blocks). Here, 236 ࢼ,, ᇲ = whenever ℎ and ℎ ᇱ come from different cover classes. For reporting purposes, following 237 estimation, the nested strata may be collapsed by either cover class or change class. In this study, we 238 use this stratification scheme only with the HY estimation. Having many strata relative to the size of the 239 ܵ2 sample has a detrimental effect on estimating ௌଶ as a large of number of ALS strip-strata 240 combinations would not overlap any field plots. With the nested stratification scheme, there are 480 241 (24x20) strip-strata combinations and only 316 field plots. Both cover classes and change classes are 242 assumed to be known without error. 243
Parametric bootstrapping 244
An alternative method to estimate ெ is via parametric bootstrapping, by sampling from the 245 multivariate distribution of the estimated model coefficients. 
STRATIFICATION BY COVER TYPE
257
The results of MA estimation are presented in Table 4 , HY estimation in Table 5 , and direct estimation 258 using field measurements only in Table 6 . The precision of the estimates is reported in terms of standard 259 error (SE) (i.e. square root of the estimated variance). In general, the results indicate an increase in 260 mean AGB over the 5-year period. Among the cover classes, the young forest stratum seemed to have 261 the largest net gain in biomass, a result indicated by all three estimation methods and explained by the 262 otherwise expected high growth rate in a young forest. 263
For single-time estimates, MA was in general more precise than HY (Table 3) . One observation 264 concerning MA estimation is that the within strip variance of mean AGB, which reflects the ௌଶ 265 matrix, had a minor contribution to the overall variance: 2.5% for across strata estimates in both 2006 266 and 2011, and between 0.4% and 9.5% for individual strata (Table 4) . We identified several potential 267 factors that are expected to affect ௌଶ estimation. First, the lack of field plots in each ALS strip and 268 stratum underestimates the second stage variance. This happens because ௌଶ cumulates the 269 estimated within strip variances ‫ݎܸܽ‬ (‫̂ݐ‬ெ , ) (Eq. 10), which in the absence of field plots cannot be 270 estimated, and are instead assigned a value of 0. In our case, there were 120 ALS strip-stratum 271 combinations (i.e., 24 ALS strips x 5 strata), 17 of which had either none or only one field plot. Even though the estimated precision of the single-time ALS-aided estimates did not always exceed that 281 of direct estimates, for change estimation both MA and HY estimators outperformed the direct 282 estimation (Table 3) . While the MA estimator seems more precise than HY in estimating overall across 283 strata change (Table 3, while for the corresponding bias correction terms (i.e., second term in Eq. 3) the correlation coefficients 292 were between 0.574 and 0.848. This has an asymmetric effect in the sampling error (ܵ1) of MA and HY 293 change estimators, since the bias correction term introduces more variation in the difference between 294 single-time estimates at the strip level. Another aspect is that, compared to single-time estimation, 295 when estimating change, the model error contributed less to the total variance (Table 5 ). The only 296 instance with an increase in model error contribution for change is the low productive forest stratum. 297
Here the inversed tendency owes to an unusually high sampling variance (ܵ1) for the single-time 298
estimates, a component that cancelled out for change, allowing a larger proportion for the model error 299 component. 300
NESTED POST-STRATIFICATION BY COVER CLASS AND CHANGE CLASS
301
Figure 2 illustrates the cover classes, change classes, and AGB change along a strip segment. In general, 302 in terms of precision, the HY estimation with nested post-stratification, was slightly less precise 303 compared to HY estimation with post-stratification by cover class only. When collapsing the nested post-304 stratified estimates by cover class, a slight increase in precision or similar precision was noticed for the 305 single-time estimates by cover class (Table 3 ). This is due to a reduction of sampling error because of 306 each cover class being further broken down by change classes. The effect, however, is small as the 307 change class has greatly unbalanced proportions, unchanged forest being dominant in most cover 308
classes (see "stratum size" column in Table 7 row block). As earlier asserted, the increase in model error contribution did not coincide with an 319 increase in model error, which remained largely constant, but rather a decrease in sampling error (ܵ1). 320
While the nested post-stratification did not help to increase the estimation precision for overall single-321 time or change estimates, this approach retains its merits with respect to detailed reporting for change. 322
Collapsing the post-strata by change class (Table 7, where a certain change class occurred preponderantly. For instance, total biomass lost to clear felling in 330 each cover class might be of interest. To this end, the mean AGB values in the second row block in Table  331 7 can be transformed to totals: 146324 Mg (SE = 30835 Mg) in non-productive/non forest, 284548 Mg 332 (SE = 36238 Mg) in young forest, 38192 Mg (SE = 11842 Mg) in low productive forest, 257316 Mg (SE = 333 14005 Mg) in medium productive forest, and 582282 Mg (SE = 28877 Mg) in high productive forest. 334
PARAMETRIC BOOTSTRAP SIMULATION
335
After 1000 bootstrap samples, the () converged to the analytically derived (Fig. 3, left  336 column). Accordingly, the SE of the mean AGB (2006, 2011, and change), that was calculated based on 337 () , converged to its analytical counterpart (i.e., those in Table 6 , calculated with ) (Fig. 3,  338 right column). 339
The role of demonstrating this alternative estimation method was twofold. First, it is a way to validate 340 the theoretical HY estimators. In fact, we can see it as mutual validation especially in post-stratified two-341 stage change estimation, which is not yet established in literature. Second, parametric bootstrapping is a 342 viable alternative to isolate the model error effect when the analytical estimation becomes too complex 343 (i.e., due to sampling design; multistage, post-stratification, etc.). One instance where this alternative 344 simulative approach may attain its full potential is in situations that involve several modeling steps 345 where error propagation must be accounted for. In fact, even in this study we assumed that the AGB in 346 the NFI plots is known without error, whereas it was predicted using allometric models. Similarly, we 347 D r a f t assumed the post-strata to be determined without error, whereas they are typically predicted using 348 logistic models (e.g., Naesset Page 27 of 27 https://mc06.manuscriptcentral.com/cjfr-pubs
